Directions to Gillespie Neuroscience Research Facility

5 or 405 Freeway
From the north:
Exit at Jamboree Road and turn Right (West)
Turn Right on Jamboree Road
Turn Left on Campus Drive
Turn Right on University Drive
Turn Left on California
Turn Left on Academy
Continue onto Peltason
Turn Right on Bison
Turn Right on Health Sciences Rd.
Parking (Lot 82) to the Right
Parking (Lot 83) to the Left

5 or 405 Freeway
From the south:
Exit Jeffrey/University, go Left (West)
Follow University for several miles
Turn Left on California
Turn Left on Academy
Continue onto Peltason
Turn Right on Bison
Turn Right on Health Sciences Rd.
Parking (Lot 82) to the Right
Parking (Lot 83) to the Left

73 Freeway / Toll way
From the north:
Exit at Bison
Left on Bison
Pass California (stop sign)
Turn Left on Health Sciences Rd.
Parking (Lot 82) to the Right
Parking (Lot 83) to the Left

73 Freeway / Toll way
From the south:
Exit at Bison Avenue
Right on Bison Avenue
Pass California (stop sign)
Turn Left on Health Sciences Rd.
Parking (Lot 82) will be to the Right
Parking (Lot 83) will be to the Left
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